Electronic Donor Health History Solution

Streamline your donor history process.
Donor Doc software can help you improve safety,
reduce errors and omissions, minimize discarded
products, enhance your donors’ experience, and
increase your center’s efficiency and productivity.

The benefits of using our Donor Doc
software include:


Increase your center’s efficiency by streamlining the
collection and review of donor history information.
Enhance donor satisfaction by leveraging technology
to further verify a donor’s identity using digital signature
capture and picture capabilities.



Customize to meet your organizational needs by
accessing critical information originating from the
host donor management system using
table-driven flexibility.



Promote safety by immediately identifying donor
responses where additional staff investigation may
be necessary.



Leverage key system functionality by helping to
implement a paperless process for storing and
accessing all donor responses electronically.







Improved User Interface

Features to help you
Helps reduce incomplete questionnaires
 Prohibits skipped questions and requires completion of follow-up

questions before donation which can be completed at home or
in your facility.

Streamlines your donor health screening process
 Eliminates the need for manual entry or maintenance of paper records.
 Tracks historical travel information, physical exam and pre-donation results.
 Helps save time and costs by no longer requiring peripheral devices.

Stores data electronically online
 Retrieves data easily, whether collected onsite or during blood drives,

Donor Doc® Technical Platform

including digital signatures and donor photographs.
 Features a web tablet administration application.

 Windows®-based – Oracle® RDBMS compatibility

Encourages donor self screening

 Centralized deployment and upgrade administration

 Allows donors to proceed through the health history process at a

personalized pace on a standard PC, tablet PC, tablet, or touch screen.
 Enhances the experience with intuitive screens, audio and text in
multiple languages and informational graphics.

Enhances processes through configurable software
 Maintains a variety of questionnaire’s for different donations including

customized questionnaires which feature the ability to highlight, bold,
italicize and change font size.
 Provides ability to implement a secondary review of responses by
licensed staff, supervisors, and team leads.

Interfaces with blood management systems
 Supports standards and regulations including AABB’s Uniform Donor

History Questionnaire standards.
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with standard third-party database tools
 Database model provided and documented

